OFF THE SHELF
MODERN DATA PLATFORM

Modern Data Platform: make the most of
your data with Azure Data Services
Delivering datasets to end users as quickly
as possible is crucial for self-service BI for
example. But unfortunately, it’s no easy task.
That’s why we’ve developed a new data
architecture in the cloud: Kohera’s Modern
Data Platform. You make the most of your
data resource with a warehouse that’s
flexible, cost-efficient and future-proof.

FLEXIBLE AND COST-EFFICIENT
OPERATION
You only use Azure Data Services when you
need them, and so of course only pay for
these moments. Traditional ‘on-premises’ data
warehouses often operate for nothing. You
use the data for analyses during the day, and
at night their sole purpose is to load data.
Thanks to our Modern Data Platform, you
can switch this service off in the early hours,
and still have up-to-date information for your
employees to use in Power BI, for example,
in the morning. You use less so you pay less,
without any loss of productivity, and you

can upscale or downscale the environment
when needed. Our customers can cope with
peak moments perfectly on the Modern Data
Platform, and still do their ad hoc analyses
very quickly too.

FUTURE-PROOF
When you invest in a Business Analytics
Platform, you hope to be able to work with it
for a long time. This is why we installed the
Modern Data Platform with the latest Azure
standards and features, to gain insights from
our data with minimal effort. It can handle
all kinds of inputs: Internet of Things, your
CRM or ERP, HDInsight and Stream Analytics,
Azure Data Lake Storage, Data Factory,
Data Catalog,... Even machine learning is
possible. If you think about it, who doesn’t
want self-learning algorithms to analyse your
data and keep you a step ahead of the
competition? For some of our customers the
possibilities of machine learning are endless,
so this technology is already vital for them.

AGREEMENT

PRICE

To agree to this service, please sign here:
Name:
Company name:
VAT number:
Signature:

Fixed price: €5,990.00 euro (VAT excl),
5 days POC

By signing this you also agree on our general
terms & conditions
https://kohera.be/generalconditions/

More Information?
T +32 2 717 10 80

HOW KOHERA CAN HELP YOU
With our own blueprint for this cloud data
platform, we can quickly plug in your data
sources so you can get started straight away.
We follow this blueprint over the course of
a 5-day proof of concept, where we set up
your environment in Azure and load your
input sources to ensure you can see the results
in Power BI. We also draw up a roadmap
of the next steps together with you. Even in
an international context Kohera’s cloud data
platform has proven to be completely future
-proof.
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You use less so you pay less
future proof
5-day proof of concept
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